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EDITORIAL**   
Gary Roser, Editor 

It’s been a long haul for the 
Bass Hill RSL sub-Branch to 

gain Incorporated Association status.  
Our RSL NSW Administration at both 
Board and Employee level have 
blocked us by ignoring our questions 
for the last two years why we can’t 
have it.  Well Ron finally got a 
response back from the RSL NSW 
Secretary Jeff O’Brien.  This is what 
he replied.  “Appendix C item 3 (c) (ii) 
of the RSL NSW Constitution as the proposed amendment does not comply with 
the Constitution in form or substance.  The motion does not cover the resulting 
change to our membership structure should a sub-Branch become an 
Incorporated Association.  The Constitution would need to be amended to allow 
for membership of sub-Branches, as opposed to members of RSL NSW which is 
the current structure.” 

The new constitution in 2019 changed it from the way it was done in the old 
days when you were a member of a sub-Branch attached to RSL NSW.  Now 
that is reversed.  Why they didn’t tell us before it cost money to go legal is 
probably because they never asked the right person why it could not be done.  
Makes one wonder if the left hand knows what the right hand is doing. 
**The editorial is entirely my own opinion and does not reflect the Sub-Branch Executive. 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

Greetings Members, 

Firstly, the District Council Meeting in August 
accepted our proposed amendment to the 
Constitution.  However the Agenda Committee at 
RSL NSW did not.  They rejected the proposal. 
(See Gary’s editorial for the full reason).  What 
this means is, the Incorporation for the sub-Branch 
is on hold for the time being.  We will continue 

with the matter, but in different way. 

We have taken 3 schools over 4 days to the Kokoda Track Memorial 
Walkway and reports from the guides indicate the conduct and interest 
shown by the students was excellent. 

We were invited to Padstow and Bankstown sub-Branch’s Members 
Luncheons.  Unfortunately, due to other Commitments I was not able to 
attend Bankstown.  Padstow was great and by all reports, so was 
Bankstown.   We also attended Vietnamese Australia Veterans’ 
Association Annual General Meeting at the invitation of their President. 

Take care  

Ian Muirhead 

I am reliably 
informed that 
Gary went fishing 
whilst he was in 
New Zealand and 
did just as well as 
he does in 
Australia. 
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SECRETARY’S REPORT 

 

Greetings from the “Land of the Long White Cloud”, 

New Zealand.  Yes I am writing this from 

Whakatane in New Zealand as I would not get back 

in time to do this newsletter and I didn’t want to let 

you down. 

By the time you read this I will be well and truly 

back home. 

Whilst over here I attended the local Returned Services Association Club 

several times, meeting a very friendly crowd.  Their set up here is similar 

to how the RSL Clubs used to operate with the service people as part of 

the Club.  Very different to how we do things now in NSW. 

I attended the Vietnam Memorial Day at the RSA where I met some real 

nice people.  Most of their returned servicemen from Vietnam were 

Māori's.  I was greeted by each of them with a “Hongi”, the  Maori nose 

greeting.  A veteran with Army experience from Vietnam to Timor Leste 

gave the address and he was so interesting. 

I have been keeping in touch with Ron and he has told me that the schools 

who attended the Kokoda Walkway have appreciated their excursion of 

Australia’s military history.  Even the teachers these days have little 

knowledge of our military history and only know of Gallipoli and what 

they have seen on American movies. 

It is disappointing to see that there are still some 5 schools who have not 

responded to my two letters offering them the Kokoda Excursion.  Its too 

late now.  I won’t write to them any more this year, they will be reminded 

next year they did not respond and how disappointed we were in their 

failure to get back to us. 

As you can see on the opposite page I have been learning to speak New 

Zealand.  I still have not mastered it correctly.  I will have to take lessons 

from the Taylor family. 

See you at the next General Meeting. 

Gary Roser,  J.P. 
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You Know When Your Over the Hill When…… 

The Grim Reaper came for 
me last night, and I beat him 
off with a vacuum cleaner. 

Talk about Dyson with death  
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September 05,1945 – Liberation of Changi  
By Vincenzo Zazzeri  (7) Remembering Our Aussie Veterans | Facebook  

On the 5th of September 1945, Changi 
Prisoner of War Camp was liberated by 
troops of the 5th Indian Division.  The 
Changi prison in Singapore is today 
remembered as being synonymous with 
the suffering of Australian PoW’s under 
the Japanese during WWII. 

For much of its existence Changi was not 
one camp but rather a collection of up to 
seven prisoner-of-war (POW) and 
internee camps, occupying an area of 
approximately 25 square kilometres.  Its 
name came from the peninsula on which 
it stood, at the east end of Singapore 
Island.  Prior to the war the Changi 
Peninsula had been the British Army's 
principal base area in Singapore.  As a 

result the site boasted an extensive and well-constructed military 
infrastructure, including three major barracks – Selarang, Roberts and 
Kitchener – as well as many other smaller camps.  Singapore's civilian 
prison, Changi Gaol, was also on the peninsula. 

Most of the Australians captured in Singapore following the Fall of 
Singapore were moved into Changi on 17th February 1942.  They occupied 
Selarang Barracks, which remained the AIF Camp at Changi until June 1944. 
In August all officers above the rank of colonel were moved to Formosa 
(present-day Taiwan), leaving the Australians in Changi under the command 
of Lieutenant Colonel Frederick "Black Jack" Galleghan.  Security was 
further tightened following the arrival of dedicated Japanese POW staff at 
the end of August 1942.  The new Japanese commandant requested that all 
prisoners sign a statement declaring that they would not attempt escape.  The 
prisoners refused en-masse, and, on 2nd September, all 15,400 British and 
Australian prisoners were confined in the Selarang Barracks area. 

After May 1942, large work parties began to be sent out of Changi to work 
on projects such as the Burma-Thailand railway.  In February 1942 there 
were around 15,000 Australians in Changi; by mid-1943 less than 2,500 
remained.  In May 1944 all the Allied prisoners in Changi, now including 
5,000 Australians, were concentrated in the immediate environs of Changi 
Gaol, which up until this time had been used to detain civilian internees. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2626189084317964/user/100001019386584/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVTBxnUXMBGXlzN5NHyMqK7zarwujsxVjNJAWaPzMUtknGhemjgJlgnP0PWs-fj96qDMgCv-gPAhLlDkEBtL7BHmflXTDBFIAxcXW0_ZFQjHk1xampNs4pIpiw0nSaKfBMZ-WCeQm5j5MichepNImzKqAxKJ7DkBemsZBy4Z5rbd
https://www.facebook.com/groups/361603404551786/permalink/1024599884918798/
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In this area 11,700 prisoners were crammed into less than a quarter of a 
square kilometre: this period established Changi's place in popular memory. 
Rations were cut, camp life was increasingly restricted and in July the 
authority of Allied senior officers over their troops was revoked. 

Changi was liberated by troops of the 5th Indian Division on 5th September 
1945 and within a week troops were being repatriated.  Despite its reputation, 
Changi was ironically one of the most benign of the Japanese prisoner-of-
war camps; its privations were relatively minor compared to those of others, 
particularly those on the Burma–Thailand railway.  About 850 POW’s died 
during their internment in Changi during the Japanese occupation of 
Singapore, a relatively low rate compared to the overall death rate of 27% for 
POW’s in Japanese camps or the 75% mortality rate experienced during the 
infamous ‘Death Marches’ . 

Nonetheless, today, on the 75th Anniversary of its liberation we pause to pay 
our respect for the 15,000 Australians interred in Changi following the Fall 
of Singapore, and those who never came home. 

A new camp commander was appointed and while inspecting the place, 
he saw 2 soldiers guarding a bench.  He went over there and asked them 
why do they guard it.  “We don’t know.  The last commander told us to 
do so, and so we did.  It is some sort of regimental tradition!” 

He searched for the last commander’s phone number and called him to 
ask why did he want guards in this particular bench.  “I don’t know.  The 
previous commander had guards, and I kept the tradition.” 

Going back another 3 commanders, he found a now 100 year old retired 
General.  “Excuse me sir.  I’m now the CO of your camp you commanded 
60 years ago.  I’ve found 2 men assigned to guard a bench.  Could you 
please tell me more about the bench.. 

“What? Is the paint still wet?” 
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Study explores role of Army Medics trained as 
‘soldier-nurses’ as part of the ‘War on Terror’ 

By ANMJ Staff  September 22nd, 2021 

New research has investigated 
the role of army medics, 
trained as both enrolled nurses 
and as soldiers, who live out a 
duality of roles while serving in 
conflict zones, such as the ‘War 
on Terror’ in Afghanistan. 

 

For her PhD thesis, submitted this year, registered nurse Kristina Griffin, 
Associate Head of School – Nursing, School of Nursing, Paramedicine 
and Healthcare Sciences at Charles Sturt University, explored the unique 
dilemmas faced by the military medic, including their self-sacrifice in 
putting the care of wounded soldiers above risks to their long-term health. 

As a former nursing contractor with the Department of Defence,  
Ms Griffin worked alongside medics in a health centre environment.  She 
says hearing about their challenging roles sparked an interest in exploring 
the space. 

“They spoke to me about the incongruity of their roles when serving in 
Australia as opposed to overseas,” she recalls. 

“They highlighted the limitations that were placed upon them at times, 
and the emotional and physical stresses they experienced when serving 
overseas as part of an army medical contingent.  These intriguing 
conversations led me to my research topic.” 

In order to explain the role of the Army medic, and consider how the 
demands of their service impacts their lives, the research examined 
records of First World War stretcher bearers – the forerunners of the 
Army medic.  How these men saw themselves and their duties was then 
compared with first-hand accounts of experiences in Afghanistan from 
currently serving medics. 

FEATURE ARTICLE 

https://www.defenceconnect.com.au/land-
amphibious/6213-photo-essay-healthcare-heroes 
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“The forebears of the Army medic are the stretcher bearers of WWI, 
responsible for providing basic first aid and evacuation of the wounded,” 
Ms Griffin explains. 

“The modern day medic is a soldier, with qualifications in both 
nursing and paramedicine.  The current Australian Army medics are 
highly trained healthcare providers who work in a multidisciplinary 
team to support and maintain the health and wellbeing of personnel 
in both operational and non-operational environments. 

“This role evolution was mapped to Australia’s involvement in wars, 
peacekeeping missions and humanitarian aid to demonstrate how this 
vocation has adapted as army requirements, battle strategies and casualty 
care have evolved.  Whilst the role now has greater depth and training 
compared to WWI, the same focus on saving the lives of their team 
remains paramount in the mind of the medic.” 

Ms Griffin says army medics are considered the frontline medical defence 
during war, with their self-sacrifice and dedication to caring for wounded 
soldiers, often under fire, making them unique. 

“To carry out this role they must develop personal and professional 
resilience to manage combat stressors and traumatic events that are 
encountered in this specialised and varied role,” she says. 

Sometimes, however, the conflicting roles of the army medic leads to 
mental health issues such as anxiety, depression and post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD). 

There are profoundly distressing ethical dilemmas in contemporary 
warfare that can lead to debilitating psychological injuries, even in people 
who are not at risk of suicide, Ms Griffin highlights. 

“Specific studies relating to the recent conflict and peacekeeping arenas 
of Iraq and Afghanistan, where the medics’ role required them to provide 
frontline medical care during battle as well as to fight alongside other 
soldiers when under attack, highlight the need for training to assist them 
to cope with the consequences of taking action to kill, not just witnessing 
death.” 

Research interviews found Army medics wanted to share their stories and 
unmask the unique issues they encounter. 

“There are obvious gaps and conflicts between the two structures of 
military service and training and nursing duties,” Ms Griffin suggests. 
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“Therefore the army medics experience dilemmas and moments of 
doubt, and must rely upon their individual justifications for the actions 
they undertake.  Medics are unique in that they serve alongside combat 
troops, and are soldiers who also have a role in preserving life.  This 
expectation to take life requires a warrior’s beliefs, whilst saving lives 
needs a healer’s mindset.” 

“A factor in recent conflicts is the difficulty identifying who the 
‘enemy’ was, creating thoughts of self-doubt and conflict,” Ms Griffin 
adds. 

“A sense of futility and frustration was expressed in the interviews when 
the medics described the ongoing nature of the conflicts they were 
involved in.  The recent Afghan crisis would be exacerbating these 
feelings.” 

Ms Griffin says the end of Australia’s involvement in Afghanistan, and 
the start of legal proceedings into alleged war crimes, marked a turning 
point for Australian Defence Force Members, and the nation. Equally, 
the establishment of a Royal Commission into Defence and Veteran 
Suicide is another important development. 

There are many examples of the distinctive nature and specialised 
service of army medics, Ms Griffin says. 

One soldier who gave evidence regarding incidents in Afghanistan, 
army medic Daryl ‘Dusty’ Miller, was deployed with the Special Air 
Service Regiment (SAS) in 2012.  He revealed the treatment of an 
Afghan civilian who later died, and discussed allegations relating to an 
attempted cover up. 

The toll led to him being diagnosed with PTSD and medically 
discharged from the army. 

Researchers say the case highlights the pressure put on army medics and 
the unique ethics of their dual role as soldier and nurse. 

Her research will provide detailed recommendations for improved 
services for army medics who return from overseas deployment to 
support their reintegration home, and also out of the defence force. 

“Lack of immediate and ongoing support for deployed service 
personnel and difficulties with reintegration on return from 
deployment and out of defence creating trauma and isolation are 
issues raised,” Ms Griffin says. 
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“The need for development of preventative and self-care models, an 
increase in peer support programs, removal of stigma associated with 
mental health issues in the military environment and, barriers to care 
access are all issues discussed by the research participants.” 

Ms Griffin says while her research specifically examined the role of 
Australian Army medics, findings have wider implications for other 
military and medical personnel, their families and the nursing profession 
as a whole as it examines role conflict, both professional and personal, 
and how it is managed by individuals. 

Public discourse about the Australian Defence Forces (ADF) and studies 
of the role of army medics must now be open to a spectrum of experiences 
so future problems are addressed before they reach crisis, she argues. 

“The themes that are uncovered will impact on both military and civilian 
nurses and their educational requirements into the future,” Ms Griffin 
says. 

“If this role dichotomy is found to impact on the personnel involved, then 
future strategies to minimise this impact ought to be considered. Tracing 
the historic evolution of the role of the military medic, the training 
involved, and how well this training meets the needs of both the medics 
and their patients will allow for future planning. 

“Whilst the healer/warrior role is a unique one, this research has 
implications for many frontline workers, military and civilian, medical 
and non-medical. It is my desire, that through this and ongoing research 
to assist to improve the psychological support for members of the 
Australian Defence Force.” 
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VIETNAM VETERAN’S DAY - LONG TAN DAY 
Commemoration at Bankstown Memorial 

Saturday, 20th August 2022 

Vice President,  
Jim Baba and his  
Grand Children laying 
wreaths on behalf of the 
Bass Hill sub-Branch 

Vice-President, Ambrose Dinh and Member,  
Mark Basso laying wreaths at the Chester Hill Memorial 
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THIS PAGE IS DEDICATED  
TO THOSE WHO ENJOY A DROP 
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From junior recruit to senior health officer 
in Navy’s largest ship 

By Lieutenant Nancy Cotton - 30 August 2022 
https://news.defence.gov.au/people/junior-recruit-senior-health-officer-navys-largest-ship 

NAVY 

At the age of 15, junior recruit Wes Truscott had no idea he would 
become the Senior Health Officer on board the largest vessel in the Royal 
Australian Navy.  

Starting his career at HMAS Leeuwin, he said his interest in medicine 
resulted in being categorised into the medical branch, where his passion 
grew. 

“I served for 20 years both at sea and ashore. I loved my time in the 
Navy, particularly in my field of work, but I felt it was time to branch out 
and diversify,” Lieutenant Commander Truscott said. 

“As Navy medics we do a Bachelor in Health Science, which opened 
doors in the corporate health world, so I spent time working as the 
director of two Victorian hospitals.” 

With a calling back to uniform, LCDR Truscott decided to re-engage with 
Navy and, in 2017, returned as an officer through the Reserve Entry 
Officer Course. 

Lieutenant Commander Wesley Truscott in the  
sick bay on board HMAS Canberra.  

Photo: Leading Seaman Matthew Lyall 
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“The way the service categorisations work, members have greater 
employment flexibility, but rather than remaining a reservist I decided to 
come back in full time,” LCDR Truscott said. 

He served as second in charge at HMAS Stirling’s Health Centre, Health 
Centre Manager at HMAS Cerberus and Director of Navy Health, 
overseeing the health capability of the fleet. 

LCDR Truscott now has the responsibility of the primary casualty 
reception facility on board HMAS Canberra. 

“When I left Navy I had a lot to take to the corporate world," he said.  "I 
gained a greater understanding of how the world sees health from a 
clinical and management perspective, but coming back to Navy I can see 
both parallels. 

 “My job now is predominantly a leadership role. I ensure the health 
centre on board is functioning as it should to meet the whole-ship 
capability. 

“Undertaking appointments, administering vaccinations, as well as 
running sick parade, being an LHD [landing helicopter dock] we also 
have a larger medical capability that can stand up if needed.” 

Canberra has just participated in a regional presence deployment 
comprising Exercise Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) and Operation Render 
Safe. 

“Canberra’s hospital had a large involvement in both RIMPAC and 
Render Safe.  It was great to see our medical team working 
interchangeably with international partners through so many training 
scenarios," LCDR Truscott said. 

 “I am loving my time again in Navy. Deployments like this only confirm 
that coming back was the right decision, and the Total Workforce System 
means - as our lives and priorities change - we can move between the 
categories, but for now I am permanent and happily in the thick of it all.” 

Bought some 'rocket salad' yesterday  
but it went off before I could eat it!  
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ARMY Weapons light up the night sky 

https://news.defence.gov.au/capability/weapons-light-night-sky 

Australian 
Army Direct 

Fire Support 
NCO Course 

Students put 
new M4 Carl 

Gustaf to the 
test – Soldier 

Systems Daily 

A range of heavy weapon and anti-armour capabilities were developed 
by the 6th and 8th/9th Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment, during a 
Direct Fire Support Weapons (DFSW) course at Wide Bay training area 
in August.  

https://news.defence.gov.au/capability/weapons-light-night-sky
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Soldiers completed activities including an integrated gun line practice, 
where sustained machine gun fire was coordinated at night with 84mm 
illumination rounds. 

Having worked hard to take part in the course, Private Joshua Simmons 
said it was extremely motivating to take part. 

“The training has been great and it’s provided me with new skills I can 
take back to the battalion,” Private Simmons said. 

“It’s a privilege to be on the course, and I’ve enjoyed the strong camara-
derie with the other soldiers.” 

Integrated gun lines are commonly used in a combined arms setting and 
illumination rounds are used to increase visibility during night firing.  

Both units had a strong focus on anti-armour training using a combination 
of Javelin missiles and 84mm high-explosive rounds. 

Lieutenant Joshua Benitez-Castellanos said participating in the course 
was exciting and educational. 

“This has been an eye-opening experience because standard infantry rifle 
companies use similar weapons, but the techniques used by the DFSW 
platoon are highly specialised,” he said. 

“On this course you learn a lot more about their capabilities and how they 
can be used tactically.” 

Whakatane Returned Services Association 
Vietnam Memorial Day 

Gary with the Vietnam Veterans (above) and 
their portable memorial inside the Whakatane 
RSA where the service was held due to the 
heavy rainfall.  
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RAAF 

50 years since Air Force's worst peacetime crash 

By Wing Commander Ivan Benitez-Aguirre 
https://news.defence.gov.au/international/50-years-air-forces-worst-peacetime-crash 

The Chief of Air Force, Air Marshal Robert Chipman, left, and PNG's 
Chief of Defence Force, Major General Mark Goina, at the service to 
commemorate the 50th anniversary of the Air Force Caribou A4-233 

crash in Port Moresby. Photo: Corporal Cameron Pegg 

Fifty years ago, 25 Papuans and Australians were killed in the crash of 
Air Force Caribou A4-233. 

On August 28, 1972, Air Force Caribou took off from Lae heading to Port 
Moresby. 

On board Caribou A4-233 were 25 Army cadets of De La Salle College 
(now De La Salle Secondary School) and Popondetta High School. Aged 
between 16 and 18, these young maen were considering military careers 
in the service of their nation. 

Also on the aircraft were three Royal Australian Air Force aviators and an 
Australian Army liaison officer. 

The tragedy is considered one of the worst aviation peacetime accidents 
in Air Force history. 
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Fifty years later, a commemorative service was held at De La Salle 
Secondary School in Papua New Guinea. In attendance were 
representatives from the Australian Defence Force, including the Chief of 
Air Force, Air Marshal Robert Chipman. 

Air Marshal Chipman said he was honoured to give a speech at the event, 
paying his respects to the fallen and revealing his personal connection to 
the accident. 

“My father was also flying Caribous at No. 35 Squadron in 1972,” Air 
Marshal Chipman said. 

“We lived in a house in Port Moresby during the months when he flew 
around the highlands. 

“He was great mates with Graham, the aircraft captain. They joined the 
RAAF Academy together, learnt to fly Caribous on the same course and 
played sport together. 

“My younger brother is named Antony Graham, in honour of their 
friendship.” 

Air Marshal Chipman spoke about a survivor from that crash, who 
demonstrated great heroism. 

“Injured and bleeding, Patrick Tau-Gau, of De La Salle Secondary 
School, pulled himself free of the aircraft wreck.  He then returned to the 
flames and dragged out six of his fellow cadets,” Air Marshal Chipman 
said.  

“Patrick’s story of heroism does not end there.  For the following three 
days, Patrick led three of the survivors on an arduous trek through the 
jungle until they were rescued by an Air Force Iroquois helicopter. 

“Patrick didn’t leave with his fellow survivors, though.  He knew that 
there was another survivor back at the crash with a broken leg. 

“Despite his own injuries, and despite having been trekking through the 
jungle for three days, Patrick chose not to go to hospital, but instead went 
back to save his mate. 

“When I think about the actions of Patrick Tau-Gau, I am inspired by his 
example.  When in times of trouble, when tragedy strikes, good people 
step forward." 

For his heroism and for his determination to save as many as he could, 
Patrick was awarded the George Medal, one of the highest awards for 
bravery in peacetime Queen Elizabeth can give. 
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LAST POST 

 

We are All Here 
 

 

STOP PRESS 


